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It is only with people who know about the useless,
That there is any point in talking about uses.
In all the immensity of heaven and earth,
A man uses no more than is room for his feet.
Yet if in recognition we were to cut all else away,
Would it still be useful to man?
{Chuang-tzu
I. Introduction
With the steadily increasing number of cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy experiments on
various angular scales (see e.g. [1]), the empirical reconstruction of the process for structure formation in the
universe will soon enter a new phase. For this task to succeed, the groundwork for understanding anisotropy
formation must be rmly laid. While numerical studies of specic models abound, this ab initio black box
approach is not well suited to the reconstruction problem. One must be able to distinguish between the eects
of initial conditions, evolution, thermal history, matter content, background dynamics, and geometry. With
the goal of shedding light on the model independent physical mechanisms involved in anisotropy formation,
we have undertaken a comprehensive and self-contained study of the scalar perturbations which give rise to
large scale structure in the universe.
Of the two general classes of scalar perturbations, the isocurvature mode is by far the less well studied.
A rich structure of anisotropies under the baryon isocurvature scenario is unveiled by generalizing the original
model proposed by Peebles [2] to arbitrary thermal histories [3,4]. Yet even the familiar adiabatic case holds
novel features if one steps beyond the standard 

0
= 1 Harrison-Zel'dovich cold dark matter (CDM) model
[5]. In this paper, we extend the highly accurate analytic tools developed for this standard CDM model [6]
to the general case of arbitrary initial conditions, thermal history, and background dynamics. By employing
these methods to illuminate the numerical results, we examine the physical mechanism behind the evolution
of isocurvature and adiabatic uctuations in an 

0
= 1, open, or cosmological constant dominated universe,
allowing for possible late or partial reionization. Focusing on the physical interpretation rather than specic
model dependent results, we explore the possibilities that these as yet undetermined quantities leave open.
In xII, we discuss the gauge invariant perturbation equations and their general implications. Unlike
most previous analytic treatments, e.g. [7, 8], we take a multiuid approach to realistically describe the
evolution of each component. Superhorizon evolution, analyzed in xIII brings out the dierences between
the isocurvature and adiabatic modes, including the gravitational redshift [9] and curvature eects [10].
Further discussion of open universe peculiarities may be found in Appendix A, and commonly used relations
in Appendix B. As shown in xIV, intermediate scale perturbations in the photon-baryon uid evolve as an
oscillator in the potential well created by the total density perturbations. This leads to the characteristic
oscillatory \Doppler" peak structure in the CMB at recombination for both modes [11]. Photon diusion
however erases these acoustic oscillations at small scales [12]. This is especially important in reionized
scenarios, considered in xV, where last scattering is delayed and the diusion length grows to be nearly the
horizon size at last scattering. In this case, degree scale anisotropies can be dominated by the Doppler eect
from scattering o electrons [13], which at late times are released from Compton drag.
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Putting these results together in xVI, we examine their implications for the observable quantities today.
By analyzing the full matter and temperature transfer functions, we achieve separation of initial and evolu-
tionary contributions. Robust features in the anisotropy are singled out as potentially useful for extracting
information about the background cosmology. We conclude in xVII with some general comments on the
present status of models given their predictions for CMB anisotropies.
II. The Evolution Equations and Their Interpretation
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=a)dt is the conformal
time. Normalized to unity at matter-radiation equality, the scale factor a evolves as _a=a = Ha=a
0
where the






























is the Hubble parameter with H
0




as its value today. For spatially at models,









) goes zero, where the vacuum density is related to the







Perturbations around these background quantities may be represented in various ways under gauge
invariant theory [14,15,16]. Although all are gauge invariant, they reduce to ordinary perturbation quantities
for dierent choices of hypersurface slicing [17]. This exibility in the gauge invariant scheme allows us
to simplify the physical interpretation. For temperature perturbations, we choose shear free Newtonian
slicing, since on large scales, they are determined by gravitational redshifts from the Newtonian potential.
Unfortunately, this choice does not clearly bring out the evolution of energy density perturbations, which is
best studied in the total matter rest frame representation. To avoid confusion, we will only employ photon and








, in the Newtonian representation, and












, in the total matter rest frame representation.
A. The Photon and Neutrino Boltzmann Equations
The full linearized Boltzmann equation for the evolution of the Newtonian photon temperature pertur-















































) are the direction cosines of the photon momentum, 
0
is the




in Appendix A from the quadrupole moment of . The last term in equation (3) accounts for Compton








is the dierential optical depth, with x
e




electron number density, and 
T
the Thomson cross section. The gauge invariant metric perturbations are
	, the Newtonian potential and , the perturbation to the intrinsic spatial curvature, which are related to
the density perturbation through a generalized Poisson equation in xIIC. We will commonly refer to both 
and 	 as gravitational potentials.
If the potentials are static and Compton scattering is ineective, equation (3) implies +	 is a conserved
quantity. This merely represents what we call the ordinary Sachs-Wolfe (SW) eect: a photon experiences
a fractional redshift of 	 climbing out of a 	 < 0 potential well. The eective temperature perturbation
accounting for this shift is therefore  +	. If 	 changes, the corresponding gravitational redshift of course
follows suit. Changes in  also aect the photons through time dilation. Since these eects accumulate
along the geodesics, we call the combination the integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) eect. The total contribution,
derived by Sachs and Wolfe [9], is a combination of SW and ISW eects and completely describes the eect
of gravitational redshift on the photons.
In open universes, the _
i
term in equation (3) does not vanish due to the curving of geodesics. Although
this would seem to complicate matters, its eect on equation (3) is easy to interpret and compute, once we
decompose the uctuation into its normal modes. Plane wave perturbations Q = exp(ik x), appropriate for










where \j" denotes a covariant derivative on the 3-space. Since the eigenfunctions are complete for k 
p
 K






+K. The subtle question of whether 2=k or 2=
~
k should
be considered as the \physical" wavelength of the mode is examined further in Appendix A.
Since each eigenmode evolves independently in linear theory, it is sucient to consider temperature










Here the angular functions G
`







(k  ) in the at space limit, where P
`
is an ordinary Legendre polynomial.






















































































; (` > 2)
(6)
* As usual, the general case can be recovered by summing a power spectrum of these independent k-modes.
It should also be noted that all perturbation amplitudes such as 
`
have an implicit k-dependence. However
when discussing the evolution of a single k-mode, we drop the index for brevity. After this section, no real



















, and we have made the replacements such as 	(;x) = 	()G
0
(x) =
	()Q(x) here and below. By analogy to equation (6), we can immediately write down the corresponding





; _ ! 0; in equation (6). This is sucient since neutrino decoupling occurs before any scale
of interest enters the horizon.
B. CMB Anisotropies
Although this Newtonian representation of the Boltzmann equation (6) may cause stability problems for
its numerical solution [22], it serves to bring out the physics of anisotropies quite well. First, scattering tends
to isotropize the photons in the electron rest frame, leaving anisotropies only in the unscattered fraction: for
` > 2, 
`
/ exp(  ), whereas 
2
/ exp( 9=10) due to the angular dependence of Compton scattering.






. Even so, the dipole suers from gravitational infall due to 	, i.e. the
SW eect. On the other hand, the ISW eect provides a source to the monopole.
Since the density of free electrons decreases either due to recombination, or if the universe is reionized,







_d = 1. Under the standard recombination scenario, this occurs at z

' 1000,

























if last scattering occurs before curvature or  domination.
After z

, the photons eectively free stream to form anisotropies. On the last scattering surface, the
photon distribution may be locally isotropic while still possessing inhomogeneities, i.e. hot and cold spots,
which will be observed as anisotropies on the sky today. Free streaming transfers uctuations to high
multipoles, as the `-mode coupling of equation (6) shows. Consequently, in the absence of sources, the
monopole collisionlessly damps. For superhorizon scales k  1, the photons can only travel a small fraction
of a wavelength, and thus the uctuations remain in the monopole. This is reected in the k-dependence of
this `-mode coupling. If there is subsequent reionization, superhorizon sized uctuations will consequently
not damp by isotropization.
Due to the more rapid deviation of geodesics, a given length scale will correspond to a smaller angle
in an open universe than a at one. Thus the only eect of negative spatial curvature in equation (6) is
to speed the transfer of power to higher multipoles. Its eect is noticeable if the angular scale   `
 1
is
less than the ratio of the physical scale to the curvature radius
p
 K=k. One peculiarity arises however.




k = 0, the `-mode coupling in equation (6) does not vanish.
Unlike the at case, this \innite wavelength" mode suers free streaming damping of low order multipoles,





1. The physical origin of this eect is
discussed further in xVIB and Appendix A.





























































































































which measures the total power in a single k-mode. Since uctuations are merely transferred to high multi-




	 = _ = 0, as is evident from equation (3).
C. Gravitational Potentials
We of course have to dene the gravitational potentials  and 	 in order to complete the Boltzmann
equation (6). It is useful to introduce the following gauge invariant variables: the total density perturbation









, where the sum runs over all the species present and the density






















































































As discussed above, scattering suppresses anisotropies such that 
2
' 0, and for perturbations larger than




. Moreover, in the matter dominated regime, the pressure itself is negligible
p . The p anisotropic stress term can thus be ignored as a rst approximation, implying  '  	.
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D. Matter Components





































at photon-baryon equality. Again if a collisionless
non-relativistic particle were present, e.g. CDM or compact baryonic objects [23,24], its evolution would be
obtained by setting _ = 0.


















baryon velocity decays due to the expansion and has a source term from infall into gravitational wells. Thus
the only eect of the decoupled components is through this potential term.















, regardless of whether the initial conditions are adiabatic or isocurvature. Yet even if the









) goes to zero in the matter dominated limit. Since  / 
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. The Compton drag on an individual baryon does not depend on the total number of baryons. In fact,
equation (14) and the Poisson (13) equations show that the drag term / V
b
comes to dominate over the










. Thus all modes are released from














dened as the epoch when uctuations eectively join the growing mode of pressureless linear theory (see
xVA).
It is important to realize that the drag and the last scattering redshift are generally not equal. The
photons decouple from the baryons before the baryons decouple from the photons in the standard recombi-
nation scenario. Typically the opposite occurs in reionized scenarios resulting in quite dierent anisotropies
for the two cases (see xIV and V).
We now possess all the machinery necessary to describe the evolution of perturbations. Numerical
solutions, based on Sugiyama & Gouda [25], are presented in the following sections. However, to shed light
on these solutions, we also apply analytic techniques in the single uid (xIII), photon-baryon uid (xIV),
and diusive limits (xV).
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III. Large Scale Evolution: Single Fluid Approximation
Since no causal process such as free streaming or diusion can separate the components, all uid velocities
are equal above the horizon. We can thus describe the coupled multi-component system as a single uid,
dened by the total matter variables, whose behavior does not even depend on the ionization history. Its
evolution is determined by combining the equations for the various species, assumed to be either fully






































































being the perturbations in the matter and radiation
energy densities respectively. As we shall see, S can be interpreted as an entropy uctuation. In the evolution
equation for V
T
, infall due to the potential 	 is countered by the pressure term 
T
at small scales. The two
are balanced at the Jeans scale. In this section, we solve the evolution equations neglecting pressure and
anisotropic stress as is appropriate for large scales.
A. Initial Conditions and the General Solution
The distinction between adiabatic and isocurvature scenarios lies in the entropy term S of equation (16).






), where the matter and
radiation velocities are dened in a manner analogous to V
T
[see equation (11)]. Since all components have
the same velocity, S is a constant before the mode enters the horizon and, if it is present, must have been
established at the initial conditions.
Under this
_













where the C's are xed by the initial conditions, and we have neglected anisotropic stress. Although S is a
constant above the horizon, we will dene C
I
 S(0), in anticipation of horizon crossing. As we shall see




take simple asymptotic forms. However to preserve














































+ 22D + 24 + 4(4 + 3D)(1 +D)
1=2

























corresponds to the scale which passes the horizon at


















































We assume curvature and  dynamical contributions are only important well after equality a 1. Curvature


































. Although we will usually only consider  models which
are at, these solutions are applicable to the general case. Before either curvature or  domination, D = a;
afterwards, it goes to a constant. Moreover if a  1, 
T
/ D regardless of scale and initial conditions as
discussed below.
Whereas adiabatic scenarios begin with C
I
= 0 and nite C
A
, isocurvature universes have C
I
6= 0. If



































with an obvious generalization to the case of an additional decoupled non-relativistic component. Here








) is time independent after electron-positron annihilation, implying
f




















represent perturbations to the baryon to photon and baryon to
neutrino number densities respectively. This in fact justies our use of the term \entropy" uctuation to
describe S. Notice that
_
S = 0 then has an obvious interpretation: since the components cannot separate
above the horizon, the particle number ratios must remain constant.
Furthermore isocurvature conditions allow no initial curvature perturbations as the name implies. Thus
the gravitational potentials 	 and  vanish at the initial epoch, implying C
A
= 0. If the perturbations










straightforward. Note that any arbitrary mixture of adiabatic and isocurvature modes is also covered by
equation (17).
B. The Evolution of the Fluid Components
Now let us consider the implications and interpretation of the general solution (17). The results for the
adiabatic mode are extremely simple. When the universe is dominated by radiation (RD), matter (MD),






























































































































0:2; h = 0:5, no recombination). Perturbations, which orig-
inate in the baryons, are transferred to the radiation as the
universe becomes more matter dominated to avoid a signif-
icant curvature perturbation. Nonetheless, radiation uc-
tuations create total density uctuations from feedback.
These adiabatic uctuations in 
T
dominate over the orig-
inal entropy perturbation near horizon crossing a
H
in the
matter dominated epoch. The single uid approximation
cannot extend after last scattering for the photons a

, since
free streaming will damp 

away. After curvature domi-
nation the total density is prevented from growing and thus
leads to decay in the gravitational potential 	.
































































































































































































Notice that unlike the adiabatic case V
T
and 	 have no explicit curvature dependence in this representation.
Moreover, although these solutions omit radiation pressure and streaming, they are actually valid for the
matter all the way to the present if horizon crossing occurs after the drag epoch (see Fig. 1).
Let us try to interpret these results physically. The isocurvature condition is satised by initially placing






= 0, so that 
T
= 0. As the universe evolves however,






for the total density uctuation 
T
grows as a.


















implies then that the baryon uctuation must also decrease
so that 
b
= (1   3a=4)C
I
. The presence of 

means that there is a gradient in the photon energy
density. This gradient gives rise to a dipole V











. The same argument holds for the neutrinos. Constant entropy requires that




, and thus infall, produced by the gradient
in the velocity, yields a total density perturbation 
T













equation (16)]. This is one way of interpreting equation (18) and the fact that the entropy provides a source
of total density uctuations in the radiation dominated epoch [26].
A similar analysis applies for adiabatic uctuations, which begin instead with nite potential 	. Infall
implies V
T










	, thereby also keeping the potential
constant. Compared to the adiabatic case, the isocurvature scenario predicts total density perturbations
which are smaller by one factor of a in the radiation dominated epoch as might be expected from cancellation.
After radiation domination both modes grow in pressureless linear theory 
T
/ D [c.f. equations (22)
and (24)]. Whereas in the radiation dominated limit, the entropy term S and the gravitational infall
term 	 are comparable in equation (16), the entropy source is thereafter suppressed by w = p=, making
the isocurvature and adiabatic evolutions identical. Since growth is suppressed in open and  dominated
universes, the potential 	 decays which has interesting consequences for anisotropies as we shall now see.
C. The Total Sachs-Wolfe Eect: Basics
As noted in xIIB, the SW eect causes the eective perturbation to be  + 	 to account for the
gravitational redshift. Subsequent changes in the potential of course alter the shift, an eect which is
approximately doubled by the induced time dilation. This is the ISW contribution. To determine the net
eect however, we must rst derive the value of the intrinsic photon uctuations . If k  1, the Boltzmann









Here we have again assumed  = 0, which causes a  10% error. For corrections due to  see [6].
Since the isocurvature initial conditions satisfy 	(0) = 0 = 
0
(0), this implies 
0
() = 	(). The
eective superhorizon scale temperature perturbation for isocurvature uctuations is therefore

0
+ 	 = 2	: (iso) (29)
Inside potential wells, the ISW eect makes photons underdense so that the gravitational redshift adds to
the temperature perturbation. This is a direct consequence of the feedback mechanism which generates the





model with standard recombination, the potential
may not reach its full matter dominated value equation (27) by last scattering (see Fig. 2).
For adiabatic perturbations, the nature of the growing mode U
G
[see equation (18)] xes the initial





	(0); reecting the fact that the photons are overdense inside the potential
well. Although U
G
implies the potential is constant in both the matter and radiation dominated epoch, it
changes to 	(a) =
9
10
	(0) through equality. The ISW eect then brings the photon temperature perturbation
in the matter dominated epoch to () =  
2
3







which is the familiar Sachs-Wolfe result.
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Figure 2. The total Sachs-Wolfe eect (

0
= 0:1; h = 0:5, standard recombination). In
the adiabatic case, temperature uctuations are enhanced in gravitational wells such that 






	 in the matter dominated epoch. For the isocurvature
case, the ISW eect creates a net total of 
0
+	 = 2	 reecting the anticorrelated nature
of radiation and total density uctuations. After last scattering at a

, this SW contribution
(analytic only) collisionlessly damps from the monopole. The rms temperature uctuations
(numerical only) acquires contributions after a

from the ISW eect due to the radiation
(early) and curvature or  (late) contributions. These contributions are relatively more
important for adiabatic models due to the partial cancellation of 
0
and 	 at last scattering.
Since  domination can only have occurred comparatively recently, the late ISW eect is
also less important in a  compared to an open universe.
The above results are valid before last scattering at a

. Again since last scattering often occurs before








)   	(0) instead
of equations (27) and (30). After a






) to become anisotropies today. Additional contributions to the anisotropy may arise during
free streaming again through the ISW eect. Since photon geodesics are radial in the absence of scattering,
we may use the radial eigenfunctions of the Laplacian to solve for the free streaming behavior. These are














=K + 1, and the radial distance normalized
to the curvature radius is  =
p
 K. The radial function X
`

() reduces to j
`
(k) in the at limit. For
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= 1 adiabatic full photon spectrum (standard recombination). Shown here
and in Figs. 4,6,7 is the contribution to the anisotropy per logarithmic
~




[equation (9)] with equally spaced contours up to a cut o set to best display the
features in question. The strong correlation between ` and k merely reects the projection of




fall o and are replaced by the acoustic peaks (saturated here). The detailed structure can





(x) which governs the projection and free
streaming oscillations.































The right hand side represents the SW and ISW eects respectively. Since the potentials for both the
adiabatic and isocurvature modes are constant in the matter dominated epoch, the ISW contribution is
separated into two parts:
(a) The early ISW eect due to pressure growth suppression after horizon crossing in the radiation dominated
epoch.
(b) The late ISW eect due to expansion growth suppression in the  or curvature dominated epoch.
We shall now consider these eects in more detail.
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Figure 4.  adiabatic photon spectrum (

0




= 1 case, this scenario has signicant contributions from after last scattering
through the early and late ISW eect. (a) The early ISW eect arises if horizon crossing
is near radiation domination, and projects onto a second ridge which is more prominent
than the SW ridge at intermediate but not large angles. (b) After  domination, the late
ISW contributions come free streaming in from the monopole yielding a boost in the low
order multipoles for a small range in k, due to cancellation with SW contributions at the
largest scales and crest-trough cancellation at smaller scales. Scales depicted in Fig. 5a,b
are marked here by dashed lines.
D. The Total Sachs-Wolfe Eect: Detailed Structure




[5]. However, to build intuition for equation (31), let us rst consider the familiar adiabatic 

0
= 1 model in
which the ISW term represents only a small correction [6]. A given k-mode contributes maximumanisotropies
to the angle that scale subtends on the sky at last scattering. In the k   ` plane, the anisotropy will have a




contribution to the anisotropy in k and ` dened by equation (9).* The pure spherical Bessel functions j
`
(x)
show that the series of ridges and lamentary structures are due to the structure of the radial eigenfunctions
themselves. Notice that the largest k-modes project onto the monopole and do not contribute to anisotropies.















for the adiabatic and isocurvature modes respectively. This does not sacrice generality
since one can easily scale the gure to an alternate initial weighting. Note all contour plots of the anisotropy
represent the numerical results.
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= 0:1 h = 0:5, standard recombi-
nation, arbitrary normalization). Scales are chosen to
match the features in Fig. 4 and 6.  models: (a) At





eect dominates over the late ISW eect due to pro-
jection. However since the potential decays, the late
ISW eect partially cancels the SW eect if the mode
is superhorizon sized at  domination. (b) Intermedi-
ate scale peaks in Fig. 4 are due to the late ISW boost
of the higher SW free streaming ridges. Open models:
(c) The maximum scale corresponds to the curvature
radius k =
p
 K. For this scale, the SW eect projects
broadly in ` peaking near `  10. For the late ISW
eect, this scale projects onto the monopole and dipole
near curvature domination thus leaving the ISW con-
tributions to decrease smoothly with `. (d) At smaller
scales, corresponding to the large ridge in Fig. 6, the
late ISW eect projects onto ` ' 2  10 and completely
dominates leading to a rising spectrum of anisotropies.
Now let us move onto the more complicated  and open cases. For  models, the ISW term in equation
(31) yields both early and late type contributions. As we shall see (see xIV), inside the horizon during
the radiation dominated era, the potential decays due to pressure. This leads to a signicant early ISW
term which is projected onto a somewhat larger angle than the SW eect itself since it originates closer to
the present. That this is present before  domination is clear from Fig. 4a. Because the early ISW eect










), the early ISW ridge is more prominent than the SW ridge in adiabatic models. However for scales
that enter the horizon during matter domination, the decay in the potential due to radiation is much less
signicant. Thus the height of the second ridge drops signicantly at larger scales (see Fig. 4a).


















0:1, this decay begins only comparatively recently leading to late ISW contributions. This
has three signicant consequences.
(a) The largest k-modes contribute little to the anisotropy due to the projection eect. Notice that the late
ISW contribution intersects the ` = 2 edge of Fig. 4 at a smaller scale than the SW eect. In Fig. 5a, we
plot the analytic decomposition of contributions to a k-mode slice corresponding to these large scales.
The smaller late ISW contribution in fact partially cancels the SW eect. Since the SW contribution
has not undergone free streaming oscillations at  domination, the two eects contribute coherently and
cancel due to the decay of the potential.
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Figure 6. Open adiabatic photon spectrum (

0
= 0:1; h = 0:5, standard recombination).
(a) Like the  case, the radiation ISW eect contributes signicantly to intermediate angle
anisotropies. (b) However, as already noted in Fig. 2, the late ISW eect appearing at the
left is much more signicant than the corresponding  eect. Thus on all angular scales, the
total ISW contribution dominates the SW eect. Contours curve away from the curvature
scale log(kMpc) =  3:8 due to suppression of the potentials from the Poisson equation.
Scales depicted in Fig. 5c,d are marked here with dashed lines.
(b) Since the potential is still decaying at the present, the late ISW eect can boost the low order multipoles
for all scales. In Fig. 5b, we plot a smaller mode and show that the late ISW eect is positive denite.
Recent contributions have not free streamed to the oscillatory regime. The ridge structure of Fig. 4 is
due to the late ISW eect adding with every other ridge in the SW free streaming oscillation.
(c) Contributions are spread out over a time comparable to 
0
. As we shall see in xVB, this implies cancel-
lation of the late ISW contribution as the photon travels through many wavelengths of the perturbation
[27]. Thus late ISW contributions are rapidly damped as the scale decreases leaving only those scales
that project onto large angles.
Together these factors imply that if the k-modes are equally weighted (scale invariant), the result will be a rise
toward low multipoles from the late ISW contributions [28]. On the other hand if scales that are superhorizon
sized at late ISW generation are strongly weighted, there is a relative suppression of low multipoles due to
SW and ISW cancellation.
Open adiabatic models follow similar physical principles yet still yield signicantly dierent anisotropies.
Both the late ISW contribution at large scales and the early ISW contribution at small scales contributes
near the maximum of 2	(

). On most scales, the combined ISW eect completely dominates over the SW
16
